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Face Forward is an inspirational and how-to information to make-up from one of the most popular and
successful make-up performers working today.
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One of the Best Make-Up Guides Available I am replacing a copy of this book a friend didn't come back.
That is one of my favorite make-up technique books, written by Kevyn Aucoin, who remaining us much too
soon. So because of this I wouldn't suggest this book as the first reserve a beginner will get in
understanding the basics of make-up but I would suggest this book for newbies & Five Stars So glad I
have this reserve! when I was a little lady and fell in love with cosmetics I read this publication when I
was a little female and fell deeply in love with cosmetics. Of program most "Pros" that managed to get in
the industry do much of the same. Its actually good as a coffee table book as well, so obtain it while
supplies can be found. Not everyone wants to become a makeup artist, probably they just want to appear a
bit more polished.I have several of Kevyon Aucion's Books are much the same coffee table picture books.
Its a shame Kevyon passed away at such a young age. Five Stars Exceptional quality and expeditious
customer support. .! Wore the first one out. As a" how to "not detailed. Amazing This is an amazing book
and would without doubt have been accompanied by others had it not been for Kevin’s untimely passing. I
was feeling nostalgic and acquired to pick up a copy because it was such a great way book. Pictures are
gorgeous! Not really fault of the courier as other book I ordered arrived intact. That is for you. It also
has makeovers of anyone else so the looks can be accomplished in anyone. Face Forward Fantastic As a
beginner researching to find the best Make-up books, the name I kept hearing pop-up was Kevin Aucoin,
actually I didn't know who he was but almost all the reviews I have read & Basic guidelines, great should
you have minimal encounter with makeup. listened to online, his makeup books had been positively praised as
one of the best. So I bought his book and after looking into Face Forward, these were right. But it is
mainly intuative once you progress! James Dean or Historical figures like Cleopatra. This book goes beyond
the typical make-up books we are used to & Especially since it was on the top list for makeup artist.
Amazon customer care was outstanding (5 superstars to them as well) they helped me to resolve the
situation, but yet I wanted to tell my knowledge so hopefully staff responsible for book's storage could be
more careful with the products generally. His legacy of excellent books pass on the thought of makeup as a
tool for self-expression and pleasure open to all people. That is a must possess for anyone in the style or
style industry. Scared of giving away secrets which really is a shame, because if they were truly assured in
their abilities and themselves regardless of how competitive the market maybe they will always be enough
to go around. Face Forward will be part of my long term make-up collection & it's definately worth the
amount of money. WHY 3 Superstar? I took off one star because I feel like the makeup software could
have been a little more detailed. But nonetheless a good buy non-etheless. Tragic lose of talent and
intelligence When Kevin Aucoin died earlier this year it was a loss of not only a great skill but an excellent
human being. Everone with an intention in make-up from 12 to 70 can use this book. The first 21 pages
look as damaged as the cover, and those with the yellowish dirtiness are also filthy inside. This book and
"Making Faces" have changed my whole outlook on make-up and how I take advantage of it to my great
pleasure!You should read the entire front section and it may help to have "Making Faces" as well to
understand all that he teaches you in this book. This publication is gorgeous and has superb pictures of
Kevin transforming current superstars to old Hollywood celebrities like Marilyn Monroe & Many thanks! Not
for me I didn't really like this book. I expected a lot more than what I noticed. his book really showcases
why Kevin Aucoin's make-up skills and books are still looked up to even after his death. A must have for
makeup lovers All makeup artists must have! One of the best books I own. Four Stars Kevyn Auchincloss
was wonderful. Kevyn Aucoin 's the reason I know how to put on makeup today. He really had skill.Hurrah
for Kevin and my deepest sorrow that he was taken from this earth way too soon.. 5 star book, 3 star
condition (bad storage) The book is an excellent addition for anyone into makeup and interested to learn
about iconic people of the industry. Are thinking about this is not a tutorial reserve for very beginners.
Good book I really enjoy Kevin Aucoin's books because I love his method of beauty generally. Personal
situation: the reserve was not treated with care. Supposed to be new but its damaged, damaged and dirty

as proven in the pic.I've no problem using the photos and guidelines given in this to attain what I desire. If
you want pictures of celebrities completely makeup or produced up to look like other celebrities. I'll say
though that this book is more in the realm of a specialist make-up artist after that for beginners. As an
image book As a picture book I give it 5 superstars.This book is delightful and is quite instructive on how
to make your face transform withe either small effort or more comprehensive work.. make-up artist to
increase their permanent make-up publication collection, its a publication that you won't regret having. For
those who have any interest in make up buy it! Great tool for teachers.
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